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Editorial
Esteemed
business partners,
In this edition of Glutz
Inside, we would like to give
you a closer look at Glutz
Deutschland. The German
subsidiary has existed for
over 20 years already, but
since 2014, we have had a
new market cultivation
strategy and a location in
Velbert, North RhineWestphalia – in the centre of
this key region. With this area
as our basis, we are active
across Germany
anywhere there is a great
deal of construction, and we
assist architects and planners as well as specialised
dealers in sales.
In addition to the classic
key and fittings business,
since 2016 we have been
developing electronic access
systems with eAccess and
have already completed
some exciting
projects. An example of a
special customer-oriented
solution is the Domäne
Schaumburg that we are
presenting to you here as
reference.
Our profile has already
changed from product
supplier to solution provider.
We combine the product
range of a global company
with the service of a medium
sized company and are thus
very flexible and customer
oriented. We consider this an
equal partnership and look
forward to working with you
again!

Tammo Berner, Managing Director Glutz Deutschland GmbH and Alexander Bradfisch, CEO Glutz AG

In focus:
Glutz Deutschland

Maintaining market position in the key market of Switzerland and
expansion International markets are the primary focus of Alexander
Bradfisch, CEO of Glutz AG. The German market in particular offers
great potential to expand business.

“In Switzerland, we record a

tems in particular. “We recog-

large installation costs. “Our

market share of 50 percent in the

nized the business segment at

products are suitable for new as

fitting segment”, says Alexander

the right time and the strong

well as existing construction.

Bradfisch,

international

demand confirmed to us our

With eAccess, even subsequent

markets, we are below 1%. In

need to focus particularly on

installation is easy and com-

order to drive market growth,

the segment of mechatronic

fortable”, says Tammo Berner.

we also have to prepare our

eAccess products in addition to

With this wireless solution,

products accordingly.” In the

the classic key and fittings mar-

existing locks can be simply

next few months, the location

ket”, says Tammo Berner.

replaced and upgraded with an

“in

eAccess fitting without having

in Switzerland will be upgradI hope you enjoy reading
Glutz Inside.
Yours, Tammo Berner
Managing Director Glutz
Deutschland GmbH
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ed with new machines. Work

Future market

to redrill the door or install a

processes are being optimized

electronic

cable. “By combining electronic

in order to be able to meet mar-

access systems

and mechanical systems, we

ket growth goals with respect

The eAccess product line repre-

provide a holistic range of

to production capacity. The

sents a combination of the fit-

products that we continue to

German market offers great po-

tings products combined with

develop”,

tential in the area of access sys-

innovative technology without

Bradfisch. After a successful

says

Alexander

Visionapartments in Berlin
was equipped
with Glutz
eAccess
products at the
beginning of the
year. Apartment
buildings with
constantly
changing users
benefit from
easy-to-use
and innovate
technology.

introduction to the market, the
eAccess system is undergoing
its first redesign in order to
reach additional design-savy
target groups.
Comfort for
all applications

“Only one can be the cheapest,
one can be better as often as
there are purchasing criteria.
With eAccess, Glutz has proven
that it can succeed, despite a
supposedly saturated market,
in identifying additional purchase criteria and in providing
solutions.“
Tammo Berner

of future-oriented access systems

ing in sales and external ap-

because we jumped on a segment,

pearance

at the right time, that was

showed

its

first

success at the Munich con-

growing

struction trade fair in January

Tammo Berner. “In Germany,

exponentially”,

of 2017. “We completely redid

completely different possibili-

the fair concept and visitors

ties are opening up that go

were asking us: Where are all

beyond

eAccess,

such

says

as

your products? Instead of indi-

service, fault clearing, coopera-

access system, Glutz has an

vidual fittings, we presented a

tion with facility management,

additional decisive advantage

solution

etc.” says Alexander Bradfisch.

With the eAccess wireless

application

and

showed how a modern build-

As in Switzerland, distribution

“Our products always work

buildings or “temporary housing”

ing works today and how much

also takes place via specialised

with

benefit most from this easy

user comfort there is for the

dealers and system partners in

Updates are free and, thanks to

technology,

managed

user via our products”, says

Germany.

wireless, put out in just a few

from a distance with the access

Tammo Berner, “Holding con-

In order to internationalise

minutes, to 1,000 locks at the

rights. “Our solutions grow

versations with customers that

Glutz AG in a cost efficient

same tie, as needed”, explains

with the requirements of our

do not revolve around every

manner, additional strategic

Tammo Berner.

customers, cost-intensive retro-

technical detail, but the solution

partnerships

“With eAccess, we fit in every-

fits are not needed”, Tammo

as a whole – that is exactly how

“Today we invest in markets of

where: from this simple and

Berner goes on to say.

to describe our strategy:

tomorrow”,

A synchronised total package.’

Bradfisch, “but that growth

in addition to easy installation:
the

same

firmware.

being

comfortable solution, we can

© VISIONAPARTMENTS

tions. This strategy of anchor-

are
says

necessary.
Alexander

open entrance doors without

Solution provider

keys and administer users with

for residential and

The future of access

sake. Rather, the goal, of course,

various access rights”, says

property construction

“We were quite successful

is that the company grows

Alexander Bradfisch. Properties

Glutz not only manufactures

with the transformation from

steadily and is able to further

such as nursing homes, hospitals,

products, it is also a partner in

producer of classic locks and

develop products with its own

residential

comprehensive

fittings to innovative provider

funds.”

and

commercial

access

should not occur for growth’s

solu-
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Home biometry:
Fingers becoming keys
Biometric systems for modern access
More and more, not only com-

Modern comfort

panies but private persons are

The

using biometric systems to

solutions are obvious and are

secure their entrance doors. To
do so, their own fingers are

Intuitive

motorised lock. In addition,

user administration

each system has a storage

According to the “plug and

capacity of up to 99 finger-

located in the skin. Their own

play” motto, the home biome-

prints. Alternatively, 99 RFID

fingerprint serves as a unique

try solution does not require

user IDs or RFID key rings can

used to unlock doors thanks to

access medium, thus creating

great installation costs and can

be saved. The home biometry

biometric security solutions.

unparalleled user friendliness

be operated intuitively there-

solution is easy to administer

A scanner on the door verifies

because you can’t misplace,

after. Three set solutions allow

with

the access right of a respective

forget or lost your finger.

for a number of user scenarios

programme and operate the

fingerprint and transmits the

“In combination with the

and are designed for custom

system

signal to the lock. As of now,

MINT SV or MINT SVM

access requirements. The com-

intuitive manner and manage

Glutz AG provides a biometric

multi-point locks, the biometric

bined solution has a finger

users with their smartphone.

system that is compatible with

system from Glutz provides

scanner for the wall or the door

our own as well as external

the best possible combination

frame, which communicates

locks: “Our home biometry

of security and ease of opera-

wirelessly with the e-fitting,

solution represents a secure

tion“, continues Zingg.

as well as a self-locking lock.

benefits

of

biometric

and exceptionally user-friendly

The compact solution is dis-

alternative to common access

tinguished by a finger scanner

solutions for residential proper-

with motorised lock integrat-

ties. It can be equipped in new

ed into the door panel, while

construction as well as older

the comfort solution combines

buildings without issue. As

a finger scanner for the wall or

such, we also offer coordinated

the door frame with the

set solutions made of finger
scanners, locks and fittings”,
explains Patrick Zingg, Marketing Director of Glutz AG.
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Smartphone app to
programme via Bluetooth

the
in

app.
a

Users

can

completely

Benefits at a glance:
intuitive operation via
smartphone app
ready-to-install set of control
unit as well as power and
data supply (plug and play)
integrated into door panel or
wall installation
no network connection
necessary
suitable for MINT SVM with
pull handle or MINT SV with
eAccess door fitting

Today, there is a restaurant in the
former feudal estate of Domäne
Schaumburg, as well as a bed and
breakfast and a veterinary practice
with stall.

Individual total solution

More security at the
Domäne Schaumburg
The electronic access system, eAccess, protects
all building sections of the 4-sided building
The Domäne Schaumburg is a

Securing multiple doors

very special building that is

In total, around 100 doors have

used in many ways: The histor-

to be secured, monitored and

ic 4-sided manor has enough

controlled on the entire site.

space for a veterinary practice

Before the new Glutz eAccess

including stall as well as a res-

system

taurant and bed and breakfast.

there was a great deal of key

The

former

feudal

was

implemented,

estate,

loss, doors were permanently

Domäne Schaumburg, lies on

open, guests locked themselves

the castle hill above the roof-

out of their rooms and the lock-

tops of Schalkau.

smith service was often in use.
This resulted in damage to the

Classic fitting and innovative technology: By installing a Glutz eAccess
cylinder, a modern access system
was integrated for a lost cost.

doors and unnecessary additional costs. Thus the operators
were looking for a new locking
system that guaranteed secure
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GLUTZ MANUFACTURING
In the company’s
manufacturing with forges
and foundries, historic fittings
are restored and reproduced
via traditional manual labour
as well. This allows us to
easily link historic fittings with
a modern access system.

access controls and comfortable

Authenticity and design

struction material. This is how

pragmatic architecture in par-

use. The eAccess control system

Historic buildings like the

Glutz produces historic fittings

ticular and the desire for cultur-

from Glutz in combination

Domäne have a very special

and individual products upon

al identity contributed to the

with

e-cyclinders,

charm. In order to preserve the

customer request in addition to

demand. But protecting land-

e-fittings, e-readers and NET

various

authenticity of old houses and

modern fittings, access systems

marks and the requirements this

repeaters were able to meet all

make them easy to use with

and locks. In the company’s

entails are also driving factors”,

requirements of the versatile

innovative technology at the

manufacturing with forges and

explains Tammo Berner, Man-

building. When selecting the

same

is

foundries, historic fittings are

aging Director Glutz Deutsch

products used, the historic de-

time,

versatility

required for products. A special

restored and reproduced via

land GmbHThat is exactly what

sign of the Domäne also played

challenge

when

traditional manual labour as

was also considered during in-

an important role.

procuring the suitable con-

well. “The contrast to modern,

stallation at the Domäne.

is

created

The fittings and
access systems
were individually chosen and
constructed for
every application
in the Domäne
Schaumburg.
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With the cylinders, the surfaces

With this Glutz installation,

and hotel are strictly separated

costs. Expansion is possible

were adapted to the interior,

there is more control at the

from one another and the

at any time with the fully

with surfaces being plated matt

Domäne: Door can no longer

respective personnel only have

developed components of Glutz

nickel, brass polished and a

be opened from the outside

access to the spaces under their

eAccess.

wrought iron look used.

without access rights and bed

operation. In the hotel area, the

owner of the Domäne Schaum-

and breakfast guests only have

owners are planning to expand

burg, is convinced by the

The new solution

access to relevant areas. This also

with additional guest rooms.

comfort of this new access

The eAccess electronic access

includes the bicycle basement

The Glutz solution is perfectly

system: “Now we don't have to

system from Glutz works wire-

or the ski room, for example, in

designed for this, since new

make an inspection patrol every

lessly. The Domäne operators

addition to rooms booked. If a

doors can be included easily

evening and we can be certain

administer and give out access

guest books breakfast, he is au-

without additional licensing

that all of the doors are locked.”

rights centrally. Information is

tomatically authorised to enter

transmitted wirelessly with no

the breakfast room, access is

effort. In fractions of a second,

refused

the new office door in the cafe-

breakfast. If a guest decides to

teria recognises an employee,

order breakfast in the morning,

for example. Just as easily, time

reception is able to give access

limited access rights can be

rights to the breakfast room

given out, for example for

quickly and easily. Personnel

meeting rooms that are rented

controls are so much easier as

out or for manual labourers

well, since there completely

working in the house. The

different personnel at the site

benefits of this are simple

because it used in so many

system planning, a high degree

ways. The areas of the veteri-

of security and easy operation.

nary practice, stall, restaurant

without

Dr.

Margit

Petter,

booking
eAccess
e-fitting
combined with
code reader.
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A look
to the next
edition:
IN FOCUS: GLUTZ UK
On the characteristics and
opportunities of
the British market

Contact your market centre for
questions on Glutz products.
Glutz AG
Segetzstrasse 13
4502 Solothurn, Schweiz
Tel. +41 32 625 65 20
info@glutz.com
www.glutz.com

We are glad to receive your
feedback, suggestions and
concerns on the content of
Glutz Inside!
Contact us at
marketing@glutz.com
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